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Abstract
We compute the boundary two point functions of operators corresponding to massive spin 1 and
spin 2 de Sitter elds, by an extension of the \S-Matrix" approach developed for bulk scalars. In each
case the two point functions are of the form required for conformal invariance of the dual boundary
eld theory.
1 Introduction
The holographic principle is an attractive and fruitful way of thinking about quantum gravity, which has
proven spectacularly successful in its application to the physics of AdS spacetimes. Fuelled by this success
it is natural to attempt to nd a similar holographic description of spacetimes with positive cosmological
constant. However in spite of considerable recent activity [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], the proposed dS/CFT
correspondence remains very much the poor relation of its AdS counterpart. Numerous conceptual issues
remain to be addressed, chief among which is the delicate problem of observables in a spacetime with
cosmological horizons. The abscence of a controlled de Sitter solution of string theory means that we
currently have no concrete input on the CFT side of the correspondence. The precise nature of the
correspondence with the as yet unknown CFT has also remained vague; in particular, there are diculties
in attempting to dene an AdS-like prescription [6], [7]. Furthermore though much work has been done
on bulk scalars, a CFT description of higher spin bulk elds has remained unexplored.
Here we will address the last issue. Tests of the proposed correspondence can only be performed with
our current level of knowledge from the bulk side, and this provides the motivation for seeking a dual
description of higher spin bulk elds. In Section 2 we will briefly review the calculation of CFT two
point functions corresponding to bulk scalars. In sections 3 and 4 we extend the \S-Matrix" approach to
massive spin 1 (for d  5) and spin 2 bulk elds (for d = 4), and nd that in each case the two point
functions obtained are of the form required for conformal invariance. Section 5 contains our a discussion
of our results and of interesting future directions.
In what follows we will use two coordinatisations of dSd. The rst which we will refer to as global
coordinates is given by
ds2 = −d2 + cosh2 dΩ2d−1 (1)
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with dΩ2d−1 = γijd!
id!j , γij the round metric on Sd−1. We have set the de Sitter length l = 1. These
coordinates cover all of dSd. The second set which we will refer to as planar coordinates is given by
ds2 = −dt2 + e−2tdx2 (2)
These cover only half the spacetime, namely the causal past of a geodesic observer. We also dene the
function




where (x; x0) is the geodesic distance between two points.
2 Bulk Scalars
First we consider bulk scalar elds. We will for simplicity take d = 3. This has been extensively studied
in [1], [5], [6], and we will review their results. The equation of motion is
(r2 −m2) = 0 (4)





h+τ + in− (Ω)e
h−τ (5)
where h = 1  ,  =
p
1−m2. The Wightman function G(x; x0) is vacuum dependent and is a linear
















We consider the amplitude




















with b vacuum dependent constants (which vanish in the \in" vacuum). The kernels (Ω;Ω0) are
the correlation functions of CFT operators of conformal dimension h on an S2. The constants may be
absorbed by a eld redenition for two point functions, though three and higher point functions depend
nontrivially on the choice of vacuum [6]. Similarly one may evaluate (; )−+, (; )+− and (; )++. In



















3 Massive Spin 1 Bulk Fields
We will apply a similar analysis to massive spin 1 bulk elds. The two point functions of the boundary
operators may be obtained up to a constant factor as the kernels of the bilinear forms obtained from the
amplitude (in planar coordinates)








where Gµν0(t;x;t0;x0) is the Wightman function of Aµ(t;x)
Gµν0 (t;x; t
0;x0) =< 0jAµ(t;x)Aν0(t0;x0)j0 > (12)
with j0 > a de Sitter invariant vacuum state. The equation of motion for Aν is
(r2 − (d− 1)−m2)Aν = 0 (13)
subject to the constraint
rµAµ = 0 (14)
We solve these equations asymptotically. The constraint equation yields
@tAt − (d− 1)At = e2tDiAi (15)
(13) yields
@2t At − e2tD2At − 2e2tDiAi − (d− 1)@tAt + m2At = 0 (16)
@2t Ai − e2tD2Ai − (d− 3)@tAi − 2DiAt + m2Ai = 0 (17)
We now specialise to d  5 (this means that for any value of the mass, corrections to the asymptotic
behaviour of the bulk eld may be neglected in obtaining the CFT two point functions). Combining (15)
and (16) we see that as t! −1







(d− 3)2 − 4m2 (19)
Then from (17)
Ai(t;x)! er−tA−i(x) + er+tA+i(x) (20)
with all corrections suppressed by at least two powers of et. The Wightman function Gµν0(x; x0) satises
(r2 − (d− 1)−m2)Gµν0(x; x0) = 0 (21)
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subject to
rµGµν0(x; x0) = 0 (22)
When a maximally symmetric vacuum state is chosen Gµν0 is a maximally symmetric bivector. This means
that it may be expressed as the sum of products of a set of preferred geometric objects [8]: the geodesic
distance (x; x0) (equivalently z(x; x0)); the unit tangents to the geodesic at x (rα(x; x0)  nα(x; x0))




0)gν0σ(x0; x) = gµσ(x) (23)
g νµ0 (x
0; x)gνσ0(x; x0) = gµ0σ0(x0) (24)
with gµν , gµ0ν0 the metric at x; x0. gσν0 may be expressed in terms of z, nσ and nν0 as
gσν0 = −2
√
z(1− z)rσnν0 − nσnν0 (25)
We will now choose the Euclidean vacuum state. It would be interesting to examine the role of other
vacua, but such issues are not explored here. Then the Wightman function is given by [8]







+ 2z − 1
)
u(z)
g(z) = f(z)− u(z)
u(z) = qF
(










The constant q is chosen such that the short distance singularity matches that of flat space. Expressing















As t! −1, P (x; x0)! − e−(t+t
0)









 e−(t+t0)Iij0(x− x0) (29)
Furthermore the coecient of the leading e−(t+t0) term in −P−1rtPrν0P + rtrν0P is zero, and hence
Gtν0(x; x0) is suppressed by at least two powers of et, et
0
relative to Gij0(x; x0) and will not contribute
to (11). The asymptotic behaviour of Gij0(x; x0) is determined by the transformation properties of the























where Ai = ijAj and
a^ = −q
2(r − 1)Γ()Γ((d + 2)=2)4r+2
6Γ(r + 2)Γ((1  )=2) (32)
Hence we see that Ai correspond to a pair of CFT operators V i whose two point functions are up to a














(d− 3)2 − 4m2) (34)
As for bulk scalars, requiring real conformal dimensions of the boundary operators yields a bound on the
mass, but here it is tighter: m2  (d− 3)2=4.
























Iij0 generalises the flat space inversion tensor Iij0 to the unit sphere [9]. We dene s = 1−cos θ2 , the
generalisation of the flat space jx− x0j2. Then evaluating the analogue of (11) in global coordinates as  ,


















where I ik0 = γijIjk0. The kernels are proportional to the two point functions of the CFT operators and
are just (33) conformally rescaled to the sphere. Similarly one may evaluate (A;A)++, (A;A)−+ and
(A;A)+−, in particular nding the familiar antipodal inversion when one point is on I+ and one on I−.
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4 Massive Spin 2 Fields
We follow a similar procedure for massive spin 2 elds, which were discussed in [10]. In four dimensions
the equation of motion is
(r2 − (m2 + 2))µν = 0 (38)
subject to the constraints
rµµν = 0; gµνµν = 0 (39)
and µν symmetric. Bulk unitarity requires m2  2, with m2 = 2 giving partial gauge invariance. We

































and these give the asymptotic behaviour as  ! −1
ττ (;Ω) ! e(q−+2)τ−ττ (Ω) + e(q++2)τ+ττ (Ω) + O(e(q+4)τ )
τi(;Ω) ! eq−τ−τi(Ω) + eq+τ+τi(Ω) + O(e(q+2)τ )
ij(;Ω) ! e(q−−2)τ−ij(Ω) + e(q+−2)τ+ij(Ω) + O(eqτ )
γij−ij = γ






Following [11] it is straightforward to solve for the Wightman function Gµνα0σ0(x; x0) in terms of z. Since
it is traceless, Gµνα0σ0 may be expressed in terms of a traceless basis of bitensors





gµνgα0σ0 + nµnνnα0nσ0 − 14(gµνnα0nσ0 + nµnνgα0σ0)




T 3µνα0σ0 = 4n(µgν)(α0nσ0) + 4nµnνnα0nσ0 (44)
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Dening the functions




U = Y − Z; (45)

























+ 16(2z − 1)U −W
)
(47)
where a = q−+ 2, b = q+ + 2 and c = 4, so in the Euclidean vacuum, W = F (q− + 2; q+ + 2; 4; z) (up to a
constant) and X; Y and Z are completely determined. It is convenient for our purposes to change basis,




(X − 8Y )Q1 + (X + 2Y )Q2 + Y Q3 − 14XQ4 + UQ5 (48)
The new basis bitensors are
Q1µνα0σ0 = gµνgα0σ0
Q2µνα0σ0 = nµnνnα0nσ0
Q3µνα0σ0 = 4z(1 − z)(rµnα0rνnσ0 +rµnσ0rνnα0)




The leading asymptotic contribution to the Wightman function comes from the ijk0l0 component of the
Q1, Q3 terms. We nd
( 1
16











Iik0Ijl0 + Iil0Ijk0 − 23γijγk0l0
)
 c−e(q−−2)(τ+τ 0)H−ijk0l0 + (− $ +) (50)
with all corrections and other components suppressed by at least two powers. (50) is traceless at the
boundary (γijIik0Ijl0 = γk0l0) since ij are traceless there (41). The CFT two point functions are given by
the kernels of

































which are the two point functions required by conformal invariance for traceless symmetric tensor elds
of conformal dimension 12 (3 
p
9− 4m2) [12] on an S3. The calculation may be trivially modied to




(d− 1)2 − 4m2).
5 Discussion
In conclusion we have tested dS/CFT for higher spin massive bulk bosons. The conformal dimensions
we have obtained violate the Wightman positivity bound   d − 3 + s for traceless symmetric tensors
in Lorentzian CFTs in d − 1 dimensions (here  is the conformal dimension and s  1 is the number
of tensor indices; see eg [13] for a discussion). Hence one would not obtain a unitary Lorentzian theory
on analytic continuation of the boundary CFT. However the boundary CFT is naturally Euclidean. The
unitary elementary traceless symmetric tensor representations of the d−1 dimensional Euclidean conformal
group (discussed in [14]) are characterised by [s;]. Apart from exceptional points one nds the following
unitary irreducible representations.
The principal series:
s = 0; 1; 2::: ;  =
d− 1 + i
2
(54)
with  real, and
The complementary series:
s = 0; 0 <  < d− 1 (d− 1  2) (55)
s = 1; 2::: ; 1 <  < d− 2 (d− 1  3) (56)
In the bulk the principal and complementary series of representations of the de Sitter group are distin-
guished by the value of the mass. Taking for example the scalar representations, in d bulk dimensions we
have m2 > (d − 1)2=4 for the principal series and 0 < m2 < (d − 1)2=4 for the complementary series. As
one would expect, principal (complementary) series representations in the bulk correspond to principal
(complementary) series representations on the boundary. Also we note that the bulk unitarity bound on
the mass of the spin 2 eld has a holographic reflection in (56).
It would be interesting to extend the calculations of CFT correlators to the exceptional points men-
tioned above. These should correspond to bulk conformaly invariant scalars, massless scalars, photons,
gravitons and partially massless spin 2 elds, among others. However the are a number of diculties
which need to be overcome: there are subtleties in a de Sitter invariant treatment of massless particles
and also a problem with infrared divergences of the Green’s functions [15], [16]. More generally, it would
be of great interest to nd a more precise denition, going beyond the current S-Matrix formalism, of
what is meant by dS/CFT.
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7 Appendix
Here we relate properties of the hypergeometric function used in the text.
F (a; b; c; z) =
Γ(c)Γ(b− a)
Γ(b)Γ(c− a) (−z)




−bF (b; 1− c + b; 1− a + b; z−1) (57)
lim
z!1F (a; b; c; z
−1) = 1 + O(z−1) (58)
dn
dzn
F (a; b; c; z) =
(a)n(b)n
(c)n
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